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In the context of anti-Soviet and anti-Communist, the western capitalist countries
led by the United States adopted a containment policy for the newly established
People’s Republic of China, which made China’s diplomatic situation more struggling.
Taiwan's Kuomintang government to increase the mobilization of overseas Chinese
propaganda, seeking to resist People’s Republic of China. In this context, Overseas
Chinese became an important resources that the mainland and the Taiwan government
compete for , but also an important factor that China break the diplomatic impasse. To
win the goodwill, identity and support of the Overseas Chinese to the new China is
conducive to achieve the peaceful reunification of the country. Meanwhile, the
Overseas Chinese help to to establish the civilization and progressive image to the
local government and people, it is beneficial to enhance the international reputation
and recognition in the world. Therefore, the new Chinese government has
continuously adjusted the diaspora policy to achieve the diplomatic strategy, forming
a typical ‘Diaspora Diplomacy’ period.
As a consortium of major Overseas Chinese communities in Jakarta, the Chung
Hua Chiao Thuan Tsung Hui Djakarta is also the bridge between the Overseas
Chinese and the Chinese government, the bridge between Overseas Chinese and the
local government, and the bridge between Chinese government and Indonesian
government. It played an important role in the diaspora diplomacy of China. At the
beginning of the establishment, it clearly supported the regime of People’s Republic
of China and fight against the people who is pro-Taiwan actively. It organized a series
of activities to develop the commerce, industry, education, culture, and sports among
the Overseas Chinese, but also help to establish a positive image of China.It made an
important contribution to win the goodwill and recognition of the local people to
China, to promote the friendly coexistence of the two ethnic groups, and to foster














But people know little about it and lacks research. They do not have a full
understanding of the role played by Overseas Chinese community represented by the
Chung Hua Chiao Thuan Tsung Hui Djakarta in the Sino-Indonesian diplomatic
relations.The author attempts to start from the diaspora diplomatic perspective and
takes the Chung Hua Chiao Thuan Tsung Hui Djakarta as a case, to narrate its
development process and the main activities it has organized, and sum up the
historical contributions it made. Hoping to let more people know its historical status,
and provide some reference for China's diaspora diplomacy.
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有国外学者 Stephen Fitzgerald 的 China and the Overseas Chinese - a Study of
Peking’s Changing Policy , 1949-1970⑤，该书较为系统地研究了 1949 年后中国的
侨务政策，并将中国的侨务政策置于国际背景之下，关注侨务政策与外交政策的
互动，以及侨务政策制定的国际国内背景，并指出中国对东南亚华侨的政策是中
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Suryadinata），他的英文著作 Political thinking of the Indonesian Chinese, 1900-1977:
a sourcebook，⑤分五部分对印尼华侨华人进行分析，并且对此时期的重要华侨社
团、侨领以及侨报进行了简要介绍，Pribumi Indonesian，the Chinese Minority and
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